Ask Max at
Frazerpart!
What was your first Porsche and what do you like about the 924 in particular?
Where do you see the classic car movement in a few years time? Do you see
classics being seen as a polluting menace or a force to be reckoned with?
There will always be eco-warriors who want to outlaw the classic vehicles in favour of a modern one. But let’s just look at the facts again
and consider what the Government believes to be important, and that is the CO2 emissions. According to the DVLA, a 25 year old 924S
generates 270g/kg Carbon Dioxide and has an average fuel economy of 25.5mpg. These figures are more or less identical to a 2011 Panamera
4S! So which is the more environmentally friendly? The only difference is that the engine management system on the Panamera will be set
up to control it’s emissions and to meet and exceed the Euro Stage 5 levels through out the vehicle’s life. I believe, for the purposes of Euro
Stage 5 Emissions legislation, the vehicle lifetime is defined as 25 years. Unfortunately the 924S will never achieve those emissions levels
throughout it’s lifetime, but surely, isn’t make do and mend far more environmentally friendly than replacing unnecessarily? For the moment,
let’s just forget about in service emissions. Let’s consider the manufacturing emissions. Even with all the recycled materials that go into a
new Panamera, how much energy actually goes into building a new vehicle? What’s the carbon footprint? I bet it’s pretty high. So, is it really
fair to categorise a classic Porsche, that does perhaps 5,000 miles a year, as a polluting menace when compared to a Panamera that guns up
and down the M6 doing 40,000 miles a year? I personally think not.
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Introduction

W

elcome to the spring issue of TwoFour magazine, with a rich selection of content from members both old and new. With
the last issue enjoying coverage in Classic Car Weekly, along with a wider appreciation of the 924 in the motoring press,
it’s an exciting time. Following on from the NEC Classic Motorshow (full story by Chris on page 22), it seems the world is
waking up to the model, and with longer spring evenings and milder weather approaching, it’s a better time than ever to be
out in the world with the 924.

This edition of the magazine opens with Ben’s unusual Mexico Beige car, which exudes the character of the early cars. A delight to behold
for anyone with a keen eye, there’s the steel wheels, the cog fuel filler cap and the single wing mirror amongst other details. Meanwhile Karl
is about to embark on another season in the Logson Porsche championship and is looking to build upon the successes of the 2012 season.
With a first person account of the action, it’s a great opportunity to get a feeling of what racing a 924 is all about. Of course, if the story
captures your interest, there’s plenty of chances to show your support for Karl at the various events this year, the first being at Rockingham
6-7th April. This time the tech guide is contributed by Arnaud as he explains how to change the rear brake shoes and wheel cylinder on the
2 litre normally aspirated cars. If you’re not too mechanically minded and enjoy driving more than tinkering, then there’s plenty to inspire
a road trip. Having been a member of the club for 12 months, Rob Finegan’s 924S Le Mans quickly became a favourite with other members,
after being voted “Best “S” at the National Rally before going on to be a part of the 924OC display at the NEC Classic Car Show in 2011.
Not just a garage queen, Rob decided to take the car back to the place which inspired its’ creation, Le Mans. This was only the beginning
however, as more time was taken to explore other iconic racing circuits on the European Continent. Already confident in the 924’s abilty
as a long distance tourer, I also took the chance to drive my daily hack over a few different countries too. Enjoying a trouble free run, the
car was at home on the autobahn to the winding roads in rural Switzerland and everywhere inbetween. It’s not all about driving though,
and Gary has been hard at work lining up some fantastic events to bring club members together. You can read more on page 25, including
details of this years’ National Rally, which is to be held at Midlands Air Museum. Rounding out the issue is the touching story of Tony’s
road to restoration, with a very special 924S.

Once again I’d like to thank all the contributors to this issue and encourage anyone to drop me an email at publications@porsche924.co.uk with
suggestions or stories that they’d like to see in the magazine or newsletter. The next issue is looking promising already, however it’s always
fantastic to see contributions from new members, whether that be a story, technical article or even giving up some time for a photoshoot.
Thanks again and I hope you enjoy the read,
Felix Page – Publications Editor
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12 tech guide - arnaud brakes out advice
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22 nec show report - phil shares his experiences
26 a restoration for life

Beige
Beginnings

A

fter owning a VW Golf MK2
GTI for two years, Ben got bored
out it and went looking for a new
project. At first the search was
centred around another MK2 Golf
or even a MK1, until a friend sent
a link to the 924. Based up in Newcastle, it
was a long way from him in Cardiff, however
after plenty of messages, images & videos of
the car in action he booked some flights ready
to collect it! The first thing to leap out at you
is the colour, the rare Mexico Beige, which
carries the LE1M paint code. Having always
wanted a VW in the similar Nevada Beige,
when Ben saw the 924 with such a closely
related colour, on what is a rarer car, he had
to go for it. The previous owner also bought
the car for the same reasons, although he was
using it to advertise his pasty business!

All the hallmarks of an early car are present
and once you’ve taken in the paintwork
you can truly appreciate them. The early
steel wheels with their 5.5in wide rims are
noticeably petite compared to the more
common tarantula & spider-web alloy
wheels that grace most 924’s. With no spoiler
and only a driver side wing mirror, there’s
a sleek simplicity to the car which cannot
be found on the later models. The early
cog style fuel filler cap is another welcome
touch to such an early example and moving
to the interior more differences are evident.
The brown herringbone tweed seats are in
fantastic condition, as well as a brown dash
which belies it’s age. The two spoke steering
wheel and thin metal stalks give a different
feel and the 4 speed gearbox with it’s rubber
gear gaiter finish off the early car experience.

So what to do with such an usual car?
Well, Ben is planning to take it down
the modified retro route and has already
got his hands on some tasteful upgrades.
There’s a set of 17” Fuch style wheels with
some custom adapters to allow the 5 stud
wheels to fit the 4 stud hubs. Sticking to
the classic formula of new wheels and lower
suspension, a full set of Gaz coilovers are to
be fitted, which should transform the look
of the car, as well as the handling. It’s not
all about modifications though, and Ben has
spent time restoring other parts of the car,
including some saggy headlining. Other
problem areas are not being neglected either,
with new sunroof drains being fabricated.
Starting with such an unusual car and with a
clear vision, it’s going to be a unique car once
it’s finished! Words & Photos: Felix Page
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Spanners
&
Sponges
Front

Runner
The racing season is now finished. Having
competed at Silverstone, Rockingham, Croft
and Donington circuits in the last couple
of months I was able to race at 7 of the 8
championship rounds.
Silverstone at the end of July was a meeting
I was looking forward to. Having has a five
week break after Brands I was chomping at
the bit to get on circuit, and it was the closest
meeting to home so I didn’t have a 3-4 hour
drive home on a Sunday evening. We arrived
on Friday afternoon to find that we had the
old pit lane garages and that we were racing
on the short national circuit, so it was a bit
of a mad dash to get in when testing finished
at 5pm. I just happened to pick one of the
garages that had a grey marble floor which
was put down by one of Mclarens sponsors.
Posh!
With the car safely tucked up for the night
we settled down for the Olympic opening
ceremony. Saturday dawned warm and dry.
With signing on and scruteneering completed
and all is ready to go for qualifying. Or that
is what should happen. I always give the car
a good warm up before the scruteneering
and it was as I was giving the car a quick
once over that I noticed some coolant in the
dimple on the header tank. I stuck a rag in it
to soak up what I thought was a bit of spillage
after topping up only for it to re-appear and
actualy increase in size. Panic now sets in!
The header tank has sprung a leak and my
spare is at home in the workshop. I phone
Erny (mechanic and son in law) to see if he
has left home only to find he is at the entrance
gate at the circuit. A bit more of a panic on
now! I have a word with fellow racer Alistair
Kirkham who runs Porsha recycled and he
has a spare tank. Joy! The new tank is fitted
and I make a quick phone call to my Dad who
is on the way to stop in Milton Keynes to get
some anti-freeze.
Topped up with fluid and all water tight I go
out for qualifying. We have 20 minutes to
put a good lap together and all season long I
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have been a couple of seconds off of the pace.
Today it’s no different and I am 10th in class
and last on the grid of 23 cars. Most of the
cars in front have been testing on Friday and
have an advantage of knowing where they are
going. Sadly I can’t afford to go testing on
Fridays so I have to play catch up.
I get a good start and make a couple of places.
It is very, very busy in the car for the first lap.
Eyes are everywhere looking forward, back,
side, mirrors and far enough in front to see
the tell tale dust cloud of someone having
a moment that you are going to catch up
with. Look for the gear change light and
cut the nose off of the car behind going into
the corner, don’t get hit by the car in front
left who is cutting your nose off so you can’t
get along side. Get turned in and make the
corner. Remember to breathe at some point
and start to enjoy!
I have a good battle with fellow club member
Philip Waters and Lynda Warren. As the race
progresses Lynda has the legs on me but I
manage to keep Philip at bay. I finish in
8th place. On Sunday we have another 20
minute qualifying session. I had been talking
to fellow competitors about their laps and
watched some video and it was found that
some used 5th gear and some did not. So
we thought we would try splitting the session
into two halves and I would use 5th gear on
the fast straights and the second half I would
stay in 4th with the car sitting at around 65007000 rpm. The team were putting out the
pit board to give me the splits. It was felt at
the time that staying in 4th was the better
option. So with this in mind we lined up on
the grid for race two. I got a cracking start
and left Philip and Lynda behind. I stuck on
the back of Rebecca Jacksons car going into
the Maggots/Becketts complex when I saw
the a cloud of dust and waved yellows. We
were a freight train going into the corner and
there was a Boxster parked across the track
right on the exit line of Becketts. I saw it but
Rebecca did not and she took the front off of
the Boxster and the side out of her car. Ouch!
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There were debris all over the place for the
next few laps and a boxster in the middle of
the track while it was recovered.

on when you have your foot hard down. The
chequered flag comes out and I have got 6th
place. A good result and I am very happy.

While this was all going on I managed to
extend the ground I had in front of the 3 cars
behind. After about 7-8 laps the Boxsters
start to come on and lap us slower 924’s which
is okay if they come onto you on the straights.
If they get you near a corner it really is a pain
as you let them in, usually sacrificing your
lap time only for them to be rather slow mid
corner. I have found that they have to brake
in corners where I don’t have to which is quite
alarming when you are on it, only a foot or
so off the rear bumper and brake lights come

The experiment with keeping in 4th felt
better but when I looked at the qualifying
lap times they were actually better with me
using 5th gear but only by a few 10ths. As the
weekend progressed my lap times got quicker
and quicker. I seem to be able to make some
5 seconds a lap between best qualifying lap
at the beginning of the meeting and the last
race which I am happy with as it going in the
right direction.
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I had two very good races at Rockingham

in August, with two 4th places on the
hottest weekend of the year. So hot that our
qualifying times were faster than the two
race times. The car water temperature was
running at around 115 degrees!
We now have a 944 radiator to plumb in as
well as a turbo rear anti-roll bar to fit and I
have the steel tube to make a front strut brace.
These will be fitted ready for next season.
You can find the dates of Karl’s race meetings
on the club website under the events page, be
sure to show your support!
Words: Karl Rossin Photos: Felix Page
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Tech Guide

Arnaud talks through the rear brakes
Change the rear brake shoes and wheel cylinder of your 924 2 litre n/a
The rear brake is not a complex setup, it is
composed of a wheel cylinder, two brake
shoes, two springs, two retaining cups, spring,
and pins.
You can get the cheap purge tool in Halfords
or any good motor factor for a few pounds.
Usually it is a pipe with a ball inside acting as
a valve no return, in other words, the liquid
only goes one way and the air does not get
in. It will also allow you to purge the brake
system on your own.
Fill up the brake fluid reservoir to the max
mark, then go to the drivers rear wheel stick
the tool purge pipe on the purge bolt of the
wheel cylinder then put this other end of the
pipe in a container, and unlock the purge bolt
or a ¼ of a turn.
Go and press the brake pedal gently, not
more than ½ way, as if you put it through
the floor you could damage the master
cylinder (as far as I know). You can do it
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by hand if you prefer and will be able to
judge better when the pedal gets harder.
By pumping like that, you actually pushing
the brake fluid in the brake line, and chasing
out the air.
You will have to do this several times and
check your purge tool, you should simply see
the fluid coming out, and no air bubbles in
the pipe. If you do still have air bubbles then
keep purging, when you are done and no air
bubbles come out simply block the back of
the purge bolt.
When you are happy with the driver side rear
wheel, do the same to the passenger side rear
wheel, and then driver side front wheel, and
finally passenger side wheel.
When you are done with it, you should be able
to press the pedal and stay on it and the pedal
should not go down after a while, if it does
that means there is still air in the system and

you will have to repeat the process.
You will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ratchet Socket size 36
A tube about 50cm long
Pliers
Spanners size 13, 11, 7
Bolt size 10
Big hammer
Small hammer
A jack and a set of axle stands.
A piece of card box (a cost effective knee
pad)
Piece of wood (to chock the front wheels)
Paper towel (it gets messy sometimes,
especially with the brake fluid)
An empty box (this is to store every bit
you remove, it’s easier to find them after )

I hope you enjoyed reading this guide and it
all made sense! Long live the 924 & the club!
Arnaud (Superfly)
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Classic Circuits
As 2012 dawned, I had completed just over
twelve months of my 924OC membership.
We had purchased our ‘one owner from new’
1988 Porsche 924s Le Mans in November
2010 and it had been an active year attending
events and festivals in the UK.

The award of ‘Best ‘S’ at the AGM was a
complete surprise and the highlight of the
year was being part of the 924OC display at
the NEC Classic Car Show.
For the New Year, we had the idea of a little
change of direction, and enjoying some
Continental touring. We decided that we
would make the pilgrimage to the Le Mans
24hr in June and take the camping option
with a pitch on Houx Annexe.
After
successfully compacting the camping gear
into the hatch, we were able to enjoy the drive
back to the ‘spiritual home’ of our 924s Le
Mans and experience all the atmosphere
that goes with the festival which is Le Vingt
-Quatre du Mans! A drive south with a bed
and breakfast stop at Folkstone, made the
Channel Tunnel the easiest crossing. It was
our first experience and it was so quick!
This year, Nissan were showcasing cars at the
24hr. The first evidence of this was the V6
RML built, mid-engined, Micra leaving our
hotel amongst a convoy of GTR’s.
The highlights of the trip, apart from the race
action, were the ‘mobile’ classic car shows
while on the road to and from the circuit
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and the Piston Heads’ Sunday Service on
Friday! A great gathering of all shapes and
sizes from all things Cobra, BMW, Ferrari,
Aston Martin, Lamborghini and Porsche
to an Austin Allegro with gull wing doors
+ caravan, also making an appearance
was a replica Top Gear BMW endurance
racer complete with Larseons Biscuits and
Penistones Oil advertisements.
It was a typical 924OC afternoon where
no one took themselves too seriously and
everybody had ‘the craic’.
The car behaved impeccably, with good fuel
economy and, best of all, the weather was
kind.
Later in the summer we had to decide how
to spend another spare week - were there not
two more Classic circuits in Europe? Ferry
booked, it was on the road again. The most
convenient way for us to cross is the ferry
from Hull to Rotterdam and then drive down
through Holland, across the border at Aachen
onto the B258, which follows the German/
Belgian border, southbound, to Monschau.
This fabulous driving road then continues
south towards our favourite little hotel five
kilometres from the Nurburgring.
I had not realised it had been ten years
since we last visited our hosts, the Families
Friedrichs, at the Hotel Hullen. Things had
changed somewhat at the Nurburgring, with
a new conference centre and that condemned,
unfinished, roller coaster thing!
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We did catch a glimpse of the new Porsche
918, being driven to the track by non-other
than Walter Rohl. No photo from me,
unfortunately, but YouTube has a video of
his laps on that day. Ticket purchased, it was
off on a steady lap of the famed 14.1 miles of
the Nordschleife, not the slowest of the day,
but certainly not the quickest with Walter
in the area!
It was an early start the next day for a run
out over the Ardennes into Belgium and
Spa Francorchamps. A stop for lunch at the
village of Stavelot, with all its history from
WWll and the ‘Battle of the Bulge’ was a must
and the menu at the pavement café did not
disappoint.
Then it was on to Spa. The new Grand Prix
circuit is magnificent, but it is the old 14
km road circuit that holds an interest for
me. A change from my last visit of ten years
ago is that one can no longer drive the Eau
Rouge section of the track. This has been
sealed to accommodate track days and a
new perimeter road constructed. It was
not a disappointment, as the main reason
for the visit was to drive the old section of
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circuit from Haute de la Cote around to
Blanchimont. This takes in the villages of
Burnville and Malmedy followed by the
superfast Masta Kink and the sweeping bend
at Stavelot. To park up at the side of the road
and imagine the 1970’s Sports Car heroes
hurtling along, what is basically a 7k section
of downhill, with the ‘flat out’ Masta Kink
half-way down, was spine tingling to say the
least. Then there is the thought of racing in
the Belgian Grand Prix or the Spa 24hr race
of the 60 and 70’s. It was incredible to think
I was actually standing on the same piece of
tarmac as the likes of Moss, Clark, Siffert, and
Ickx had driven over, and the spots where
they were so lucky to survive!

two more classic circuits. I took time out
to experience the Brooklands Museum. The
Banking is an iconic feature and should be on
the list for a future 924OC meet and photoshoot.
During the Olympic Events, I was appointed
as a Motorcycle Commissaire for the Road
Races at Brands Hatch, which, of course,
included riding the Grand Prix circuit on
two wheels, care of BMW, again, not at racing
speeds, but who cares…

Looking back, it is interesting that during our
continental excursions, we only saw a small
number of 924’s and certainly only one other
Le Mans edition which was a GB registered
Again there were no issues with the 924s and white 924s model, also camping on Houx
only one incident marred the trip. It was a Annexe.
small dent to the rear bumper inflicted by......
shall we say elderly gentleman of dubious Most of the routes and places visited are
parentage whilst we were parked up on a car well documented elsewhere, but I would
park! He did not stop to explain; obviously recommend a trip to experience these
habits are the same across the whole of Motorsport Monuments to all. Considering
Europe.
the weather has not been best, I think we have
had a wonderful summer!
Later in the year, while in London during
the Olympics, I was lucky enough to visit Words & Photos: Rob Finegan
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Euro Trips
A
wakening one autumn
morning in Luxembourg, my
ferry would sail from France in
the afternoon whilst my own bed
awaited that evening in Cardiff.
This was a challenge the 924 would
take in its’ stride. My journey started a few
days before, leaving the UK for the first hotel
in Reims, which would break up the drive
to Dijon-Prenois for historic motorsport.
Deciding it was best to cover the distance
with relative ease, I made progress along the
quiet toll roads. Unfortunately it was dark by
the time I got to Reims, meaning the historic
pit straight of the old circuit will have to be
discovered another time. Heading to Dijon,
my excitement mounted, and dashing through
the countryside I was eventually able to see
the powerlines in the distance, a feature I’d
recognised from photographs of the circuit.
Walking around the circuit was surreal, it was
familiar from Youtube videos yet foreign at
the same time. With the weekend of racing
over, the next hotel was in Strasbourg,
which would be reached via Switzerland, as
I curious to see the landscape. My visit was
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fleeting, as I didn’t have any Swiss franks!
However, the scenery was stunning and as
driving conditions conspired against me, it
was truly the most visceral drive. Darkness
fell, mixed with thick fog as I carved through
the winding roads. In the back of my mind I
wondered just how useful my European break
down cover would be at this point. Reaching
Strasbourg late at night, it was a relief to find
the hotel had a 24 hour reception. Signing
out early, I was back on the road, the next
destination being Stuttgart, for a look around
the Porsche museum. The whole building was
very clean and the coffee was excellent. With
a careful examination of the 924’s on display
and a selection of petite 917’s, Luxembourg
would be the final stop. Once again, the roads
were shared with very few cars and utterly
fantastic to drive. In the last day alone my 924
traversed Luxembourg, Germany, Belgium,
France, England & Wales. Having driven it
over 20,000 miles in 9 countries last year, it’s
exciting to think of the next adventure. I’d
hope these images inspire intrepid trips, you’ll
struggle to find a better car!
Words & Photos: Felix Page
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Switzerland PM
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Luxembourg AM
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NEC
Show

So this was the first time I’d been to the show
and as a relative newbie to the club I had an
extra and very special incentive to be there.
I’d been invited to put my ’85 Guards NA on
the 924 Owners Club stand, what a fabulous
introduction to the club, I was blown away!
Load-in day on Thursday was calm and
well organised; it was evident that Gary had
secured a great pitch for the stand, right on
a crossroads by one of the main entry/ exit
thoroughfares and near to a Food concession,
genius! It looked like it would ensure lots of
passing trade and potential interest in the
cars.
This was also my first opportunity to meet key
guys in the club and fellow owners and put
names to faces, everyone was very welcoming;
It also reinforced just what a hands-on group
we are when the club organisers are the people
delivering, unloading, building and dressing
the stand, no shortage of willing hands either
on the day.
I always like the ‘Woodstock’ type buzz
around show builds (could do with some
music though!) and once the stand was
assembled it was time to drive the cars on,
jiggling them into position by hand ready to
start the final fettling process.
My NA was in good company with Karl’s
awesome racer, Pete’s superb Turbo and
Colin’s beautifully refurbished ‘S’; it made
me realise what a high standard of cars we
have in the club. There’s always something to
inspire, compare and learn about when you
get talking to other members. Karl explained
all about the work he’d done to his track car
and even let me contort myself past the roll
cage and have a sit in the hot seat – must be
scary as hell the first time on the grid!
Gary had reassured me that we weren’t the
kind of club who was obsessive in a concours
way, but once the final polishing began I
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confess to being caught up in the moment.
It’s just amazing how getting the glass really
clean lifts the appearance of the car; as the
ambient light faded and the hall lights came
fully on, the cars all looked stunning.
My show tickets were for the Friday, and
I was keen to see as much as possible as a
preliminary walk round on build day revealed
some very cool stuff being installed.
As I said, I’d never been to this show before
and the NEC is a brilliant venue with great
transport and access, they’ve even sorted
the food concessions in recent years to a
decent standard. I can’t believe I’d missed this
event right on my doorstep, the breadth and
depth of makes, models and eras covered was
spectacular. Its good to see that the definition
of ‘Classic’ as far as car enthusiasts are
concerned has been expanded significantly.
The many Club and one marque stands
covered everything from Trabants to Stags,
Lamborghinis to Land Rovers, 2CV’s to
Astons. I particularly liked the yank hot rod
and muscle car section round the corner
from us and some of the immaculate VW
examples.
The auction area allowed free browsing of
the lots so you could have a really good
look inside and out and at the auction they
realised some stellar price tags, the DB4 made
£224,000!
Several trends seem to have emerged in the
Classic world; ‘as found’ but brought back to
mechanical perfection ‘rat’ vehicles is one.
The T Ford hot rod with pristine rebuilt
chassis and rusted body tub, still with the
salvage yard ‘doors also available’ message
roughly painted on the scuttle was cool.
Unmolested originality has always been
desirable but is now even more highly prized,
like the tatty but totally original Healey
alongside the pristine rebuild of the same
model just up from our stand.
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Drawing a big crowd at the Wheeler Dealers
stage, Mike Brewer, love him or hate him was
doing his thing, PC as ever; “what’s a lady like
you doing in this big powerful Cobra”, bless
‘Im. It was all for charity though, so well done
Mike. I didn’t see Ed’s scheduled rebuild of a
Morris minor pick up unfortunately.
The retail section was impressive, easy to get
carried away though and buy stuff just because
it appears cheap. Original sales literature was
there in abundance but overpriced, amongst
the tool bargains was some tat waiting to
ambush twitching credit cards. That said, it’s
a great place to come prepared with a list of
bolts, seals, grommets cables etc etc, especially
if you have Brit classics. For our cars, not
so good – now there’s an opportunity….A
Porsche 924 auto jumble /club spares stand
maybe?
I learnt something too about powder coating,
speaking to the helpful guy on the Redditch
Shot Blasting stand I discovered that curing
time is critical to prevent the lacquer
delaminating…like it did on my Audi alloys
refurbed by another supplier. I was very
tempted by the giant in-garage Scissors Lift
on sale for a show price of under a grand,
sheer luxury that would be to get at the 924’s
underside, however I managed to keep the
plastic in my pocket and was content with
my show priced satin black Hammerite for
six squid a can!

The Motorcycle section was excellent but
curiously sandwiched in the middle of the
show with a ‘pass out’ entry/ exit system….
why?
Back on the way out of the show, I dropped
in to the stand to see how the guys were
getting on; interest had been keen with
new memberships already committed and
everyone feeling positive. Did I detect
however that people were a tad frayed from
the thousandth clever dick who’d come up and
enquired ‘Oh yeah, this is the one with the van
engine right?....’ One possible addition to our
minimalist but very effective stand could be
a large digital counter with a bell that that
rang to rack up every time that question was
asked! It’s an old chestnut but seriously, how
about a laminated quick reference crib card
for all members with the key facts about the
Audi/VW/Porsche heritage of our fine cars
to enable a killer response to the innocents
and the heathens!
I think our stand layout worked really well,
the open plan design made it very welcoming
to passing trade and the accessibility of the
cars encouraged the public to investigate.
If the plethora of fingerprints (and nose
prints?) on my glass was anything to go by
it had worked. Hopefully that is what the
924 represents to more and more people, an
accessible desirable classic in a world where
previously cheap Brits are pricing themselves

out of reach. An exciting prospect whether
as a budget project, a daily road burner,
competition car or top end minter, the 924
has it all. Best act now though as I think
values can only go one way.
Collecting the car on Sunday evening revealed
what a successful show we’d had and also that
my long missing wheel bolt cap had kindly
been replaced for me (thanks Andy) along
with some helpful guidance on other details
that needed sorting from the knowledgeable
committee members present.
What could be improved? Difficult one as the
stand is clearly very effective in its current
form, simple but inclusive and welcoming to
all interested parties. It is however dependent
on a committee member being available to
answer enquiries and I can imagine the guys
being stretched at busy times, so maybe brief
some more helpers to spread the load and /or
create some selected graphic panels to tell the
924 story and promote its ‘Classic’ potential.
Maybe we could persuade some of our
preferred parts and services suppliers to have
a presence at the show, the reciprocal benefit
being to show potential new owners how
affordable life with a 924 can be. Without
doubt the two days at the show were a high
point of my year and I look forward with
enthusiasm to the 2013 event.
Words: Phil Watson Images: Felix Page

From left to right: Ian Pattie (Mr. P), John Windwood (John W), Gary Furnell
(snaggletooth), Rob Finegan (robfin), Andy Pritchard (chancenellie)
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A word on Events...
‘The ‘high’ that was the Classic Car Show at
the NEC has subsided and we’re all scratching
around for things to do. With better weather
hopefully around the corner there should be
some activity on our roads soon! The NEC
succeeded on a much different level this time.
While we didn’t sign as many members up
over the course of the show as 2011 I believe
we did get more new members after the event
than before. Where it was more successful
was the interest shown during the show.
The halls were packed (if I’m honest too
packed for my liking - it was just impossible
to get near anything to have a look and photos
were nigh-on impossible) but that meant we
had a constant deluge of potential new owners
wanting to know more about the 924 and
whether it’s a viable practical classic. We did
(inevitably....) have to field the comments
about them ‘just having a VW engine’ or ‘isn’t
it the one with the van engine’ and of course
we put them right! The classic car press
were also doing their rounds at the show and
sought us out. The result being we have been
promised lots of 924 and club coverage over
the coming year. With prices for the best
examples of 924s clearly on the way up (and
more people willing to pay those prices) and
with restorers willing to put time, effort and
cash into creating good examples I feel there
are good times ahead for the 924 and as a
result the club will benefit too. Finally on
the NEC I can’t leave it without a mention
for all those who helped make it so good.
Of course, first credits must go to the kind
souls who let us display their fine cars; Pete,
Colin, Phil and Karl. The committee again
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pulled together admirably to make sure
things went as smoothly as possible. During
the build-up, the show itself and the breakdown there were the people who gave their
time too. Particular note goes to Chairman
Andy for storing, building and transporting
the large equipment (and didn’t we have
some impressive structures on the stand?!!)
John for being there all 4 days and of course
Arnaud for flying in from Ireland to help
out! Of course this isn’t everyone but if
you were there and involved a big ‘Thank
You!’ from me. So, what’s next? How do we
make 2013 better? The club thrives on the
camaraderie and banter and the best way of
achieving that is by getting out and about and
meeting up. The first opportunity is very
soon.

Something a little different this time. Starting
at 10am members will park among the
outdoor exhibits giving some one-off chances
to have our cars pictured with icons such as
the Vulcan Bomber. I’ve also arranged for
more staff to be available and we should be
able to experience one of their ‘open cockpit’
days where we get inside some of the exhibits
not usually accessible. At 1.30pm there will
be the compulsory awards for best N/A, S and
Turbo. Also the hard-fought Car of The Show
as voted by the members present which last
year was won by just 1 vote! At 1.45pm the
AGM is scheduled to start. Open to all club
members, it’s a chance to have your say on
how the past year faired and how you wish to
see the club move forward. It’s also a chance
to vote in new committee members.....

The Ace Cafe season opener is on Saturday
9th March. With a turn out normally of
over 20 cars it’s a great chance to catch up,
meet new members and get to know the
people behind the forum names. The events
section on the website already has a list of
Karl Rossin’s race dates. For many of us there
will be a race not too far away at some point
in 2013. If you’ve not seen Karl race I urge
you to check it out! Visit him in the paddock
and get a closer look. Karl’s first season went
very well last year and over the winter he has
made some interesting improvements and I
think he could be looking at a top 3 finish
this season.

It’s early in the season as I write this but there
will of course be other events on the cards.
Pete Saysell’s Spanner and Sponge meetings
(which normally end up with a feast of some
kind) are very popular and down in the South
East I plan to do a 3 day ‘tour with a twist’
which I hope you will consider. I’m not yet
100% sure if I will be standing for re-election
as events manager at the AGM (after 3 years I
think you’ve probably had enough of me and
want someone with different or fresh ideas)
so this may be my biggest and best one yet!!!

19th May sees the National Rally and AGM
at The Midlands Air Museum near Coventry.

Further information will be fired at
you via the forum and newsletter
as details on all events are finalised.
I look forward to seeing as many of you and
your 924s in 2013! Words: Gary Furnell
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A Story of 924 Ownership
I had a friend, who changed his cars more
often than some people change their socks.
He’s owned (as far as I can remember)
Ford Capri, Mini Cooper, BMW 2002,
Alpha Romeo Clover Leaf, ’69 VW Beetle,
Fiat 500 Coupe, Fiat X19 and others. One
day, he turned up in his SMART car, and
said “I’ve just bought a Porsche! I’m going
to restore it a little”, unconvinced, I said
“prove it”. 2 days later, he turned up in a
white 924s....How impressed was I? very.
After a good look round it I asked the usual
“how’s it to drive?”...well I had the shock of
my life when, at great speed, a set of keys were
thrown at me! 1/2 hour later, I returned the
“S”, with a huge grin on my face, promptly
announcing “if you want to sell it, give me
first refusal”
PROGRESS FORWARD 4 YEARS.........
“David’s wife gave me a telephone call asking if
I’d seen him?...I replied that I hadn’t and asked
what was wrong. It turned out “David” had
been under a lot of pressure at work and their
new born son/finances was putting a lot of
stress on their relationship. “don’t worry, he’s
been known to go “walk-about” in the past” I
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told her....3 days later, I received a call saying
he’d been reported as missing, as he’d not
contacted anybody or taken any belongings.
For the next 3 weeks, I spent too many
nights, along with his other friends and
family, searching the local areas, moorside
and other places looking for him. After 39
days I received the worst telephone call
possible, “David’s body had been found!..he
had committed suicide and was found less
than 400 metres from where I last looked.
After a traumatic few days, we attended
his funeral and had a good talk with
his family who were coping well.
5 months later, I received a phone call
from a solicitor, asking “would I like
a car?”......”what you talking about?” I
asked........YOU GUESSED IT.....I WAS
TO RECEIVE “DAVID”S 924!!!!!!
I had to arrange collection which proved
VERY difficult, as it was in a garage at the
bottom of a 1 in 4 driveway, been standing for
8 months with 3 flat tyres & seized brakes!.
The first recovery vehicle could not negotiate
the tight confines around the garage, so a
4x4 was “borrowed” and the Porsche was
unceremoniously dragged up the hill,

Once at my regular mechanics and on
closer inspection I thought it looked a
little “shabby”, but would fix up nicely. a
few hours with the T-Cut, I had in front
of me a Porsche 924s in multiple shades of
white, with a touch of RED thrown in for
good measure. OK I thought, a quick respray after the MOT, and it’ll be a nice car.
OUCH.....failed the MOT, I half expected it......
so I said to my mechanic “fix it up, I’m going
to do this how my mate would have wanted”...
Here’s what was needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 hours of Welding & Preparation Work
3x Tyres
4x Spark-plugs
2x Front Brake Pads
2x Rear Brake Pads
2x Rear Brake Shoes
2x Pad Fitting Kits
2x Front coil springs
Rear Axle Mounting Bushes
2x Brake Lines
New Fuel Tank

TOTAL COST £2,160.00
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HURRAY, it’s got an MOT......OH NO!,
where can I keep it and how to insure
it. I’ve never owned a classic car before
so was extremely happy with the quote I
received, and managed to locate a garage.
Next, I carried on with my plans. Off to the
spray shop for a full body respray in Alpine
White, a job which needs to be re-done
at some time as the paint job is not upto
standard. Whilst it was there, I removed
the interior and had it re-upholstered In
Black & Red (not an option that Porsche
offered in 1985, but i liked it!).
EXPENDITURE TO DATE £3,500.00
This was in the middle of 2011 and I
thought “I’m going to start attending
classic car shows and join a couple of
clubs in my area (C.O.W.S, The Yorkshire
Thoroughbred Car Club & The 924
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Owners Club. During the winter period,
after receiving comments that the wheels
let the car down, I had them refurbished
in the original silver/grey colour
EXPENDITURE TOTAL NOW £4,000.00
It’s now almost 2013, and I’ve attended
almost 30 shows this year, at which I
have really enjoyed, even with seemingly
always beaten by the same Ford Mustang
and E-Type in the judging arena, and
being told “It should be in the commercial
section mate, because it’s got a VAN engine
in it (wrong version of 924 MATE, mines
the “full-blown” Porsche engined “S”) and
the rain!. Meeting some great people and
making some good friends. Has it let me
down? Of course it has, (what 27 year old
car doesn’t) the most embarrassing time
was on the COWS Skipton to Whitby Run,

when it had to be pushed off the petrol
station forecourt by the wife and other
COWS members, one offering to follow
us all the way to Whitby in their Land
Rover as a rescue vehicle!
EXPENDITURE TO DATE :- Almost
£4,500.00! Was it worth it? MOST
DEFINATLY!
So, although I lost a very close friend, I
have a lasting memory of him, which is
noted on the bottom of the number plates.
“IN MEMORY OF DAVID R”there you go
friends, that’s the story....sad, but true.
Look after your loved ones, keep them
safe. Words & Photos: Tony Anderton
R.I.P DAVID R
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